
Call 02 Sign Truss Repair on I-110 across Biloxi Bay, known as Federal Aid Project No. ER-
0110-01(032) / 108764301 in Harrison County. 

Q1. Scope of Work Note 4 in the Contract Plans on Sheet Number 8002 states to install sign 
truss and references Sheet Number 8004. Sheet Number 8004 is marked for information 
only. Can MDOT please clarify that the Contractor is responsible for furnishing and 
installing a "new" sign truss assembly?  

A1. Yes, a new sign truss assembly is required. 

Q2. The layout of the sign truss is shown on the information only plan Sheet Number 8004. On 
this sheet there are notes that reference cameras, ITS, structure mounted conduits/cabinets, 
and radar. Some of these items were considered an absorbed cost on the previous project. 
Can MDOT please confirm that none of these will apply to the new sign truss assembly 
that gets installed on this project?  

A2. Correct, none of the ITS items will apply to this project. 

Q3. Is this overhead sign truss to be contractor design or will an existing design be used?  

A3. See Addendum. 

Q4. Sheet 8003 has arrows pointing to the existing reinforcing steel in the cap and references 
the reinforcing note on the same page. The reinforcing note states that all reinforcing steel 
shall be in accordance with the original plans except as noted on this sheet. It is understood 
that new reinforcing steel will be needed for the new concrete pedestals, however it is not 
clear if the Contractor is expected to reuse the existing reinforcing steel or provide new 
reinforcing steel when repairing portions of the existing cap. Can MDOT please clarify?  

A4. See Addendum. 

Q5. 1.) When the sign truss is set, the east and west bound lanes will have to be shut down. 
Does MDOT intend on the contractor using a TCP-7 Closure to accomplish this while the 
sign truss is being set?  2.) If so, will longer than a 30 minute closure be allowed? 

A5. 1.) Yes, TCP-7 will be used when I-110 Northbound and Southbound are closed.  2.) No. 

Q6. The north arrow on Sheet Number 8002 is pointing in the opposite direction from the north 
arrow on Sheet Number 8005.  Which is correct? 

A6. The north arrow on Sheet Number 8005 is correct.   

 

 

 


